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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SCOTTISH VISUAL ARTS GROUP (SVAG) HELD 
IN THE  GRASSMARKET LIBRARY SEMINAR ROOM AT EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF 
ART,  ON THURSDAY 27TH  NOVEMBER, 2003. 
 
1. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
1.1  The minutes of the last SVAG Meeting held at Glasgow School of Art on Tuesday 24th June, 2003, 
were agreed to be a true and fair record. 
 
2. MATTERS ARISING 
 
2: 11.9 (p.1) French Institute SVAG Membership 
 
SVAG  had contacted Anne-Marie Usher of the French Institute in Edinburgh who had confirmed that 
she would like to become a permanent member of SVAG, but she had been unable to attend today due 
to her involvement in the French Film Festival. 
 
6.1 (p.4) Visual Resources Working Group Survey Project 
 
Margaret Humfrey agreed to confer with SVAG about progress with the Directory. 
 
8.1 (p.5) SCONUL Research Extra 
 
SVAG reported that SCURL had ratified membership of this access scheme for Edinburgh College of 
Art and Glasgow School of Art even though neither institution was a member of SCONUL.   
 
8.2 (p.5) UK Libraries Plus 
 
SVAG reported that all SCURL members had now been required to sign up to this access scheme 
 
11.2 (p.5) Retirement of Stephen Holland 
 
Convenor read out a note he had received from Stephen Holland thanking SVAG for the gift and the 
buffet lunch to mark his retirement at the previous meeting at Glasgow School of Art. Stephen extended 
his best wishes to the Group for the future. 
 
3. REPORT ON UCABLIS 
 
3.1  Convenor reported that the UCABLIS Sub-group had met with Dennis Nicholson (DN) on 4th 
November. DN had agreed to create a new web-based distributed catalogue linking compliant SVAG 
libraries on receipt of a formal written request detailing all member libraries with web-enabled Z39.50 
compliant catalogues. DN had undertaken to consult with Gordon Dunsire and begin to work towards 
setting up a pilot catalogue within the next six months. 
 
3.2  Convenor agreed to contact Cate Newton at the NLS, and set up a meeting with Martyn Wade to 
discuss possible financial contribution to the project, and determine the future of the existing UCABLIS 
data. 
 
3.3  SVAG was represented at the COSMIC/SPEIR meeting on 10th November. 
 
4. ARLIS UPDATE 
 
It was agreed that SVAG would approach Margaret Young for a brief ARLIS report before the next 
meeting.   
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5. VISUAL ARTS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, EDINBURGH (VARIE) 
 
5.1 Strategic Review: Implementation 
 
VARIE had produced a Strategic Review in May, with the following aims: 
 

• the establishment of an Operational Board to meet at 6-weekly intervals 
• more active communication between VARIE members to develop projects 
• an increase in the number of artists contributing to VARIE projects  
• more contemporary initiatives 
• more curatorial initiatives 
• increase in postgraduate and post-doctoral studentships 
• greater institutional representation from its members 
• greater use of established international links, and creation of new links for appropriate projects. 

 
5.2  The Operational Board had been meeting regularly since July, and working steadily towards 
fulfilling all of these aims. Having a formal management structure in place had helped to improve 
communication and encourage activity within the consortium.  
 
5.3  VARIE was also working to produce a small PR leaflet to be distributed to both members and 
individuals and institutions outside the consortium. The leaflet will be used to explain what VARIE is 
and has achieved since its inception in 1999, and hopefully would encourage the development of 
collaborative projects and various forms of sponsorship. 
 
5.4 Projects in Development 
 
i) Scottish Art Research Seminar 
This had been led by Helen Smailes (National Gallery of Scotland) and Viccy Coltman (University of 
Edinburgh), the Scottish Art Research Seminar group had met in art history departments at the 
University of Glasgow in December, and at the University of Edinburgh in January.  
 
ii) Beverley Hood currently held a Leverhulme Artist in Residence Fellowship at EdVEC (Edinburgh 
Virtual Environment Centre), School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh. An informal VARIE 
presentation planned for 29 January would introduce Beverley to an interdisciplinary network of 
interested academics and students. Normally based at Edinburgh College of Art, Beverley was spending 
two days a week at EdVEC for the 2003-4 academic year, and was working toward the development of 
an interactive self-portrait. 
 
iii) Blinky Palermo 
Plans to restore Blinky Palermo’s work at ECA were currently in development. Andrew Patrizio was 
working towards the restoration which will be accompanied by an exhibition and a conference which 
will involve VARIE. 
 
5.5  Applications submitted 
 
i) The End of Impressionism? (BA International Networks Grant, submitted September 2003; 
successful) Richard Thomson’s pioneering research initiative would bring together two professional 
disciplines (academics and museum curators) from two European cities (Edinburgh and Amsterdam) in 
a project with multiple ramifications for a single field: modern art and modernism in Europe, c.1860-
1920. The strategic aim was to initiate cross-disciplinary and international debate, leading to practical 
outcomes.  
 
ii) Images of Mao (AHRB Innovation Grant, submitted September 2003) 
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Richard Williams (History of Art, UoE) and Hongxing Zhang (History of Art, UoE and NMS) hoped to 
organise an exhibition of Western and non-Western images of Mao  
 
iii) ‘Visualising the Network: digital representations of urban infrastructures’ (resubmission of 
2002 AHRB application) 
Led by Professor Richard Coyne (Architecture, UoE), with Dr Andrew Patrizio (ECA) and Dr 
Genevieve Warwick (Glasgow) as co-applicants, this project would examine representations of urban 
networks through contemporary digital and analogue art. Keith Hartley (Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art) had played a leading role in the development of ideas toward this exhibition. The 
exhibition and workshops would be major outcomes, in addition to publications.   
 
iv) Paolozzi Junior Curatorship  
(Leverhulme Research Grant submitted November 2003) This curatorship, if funded, would provide 
support for completing the cataloguing of the Eduardo Paolozzi material held by the Scottish National 
Gallery of Modern Art.  
 
v) Andrea Roe 
The sculptor Andrea Roe (ECA) was through to the second stage of the Leverhulme Artist in Residence 
fellowship competition. If successful, she plans to hold her fellowship in the Taxidermy department at 
the National Museum of Scotland. 
 
 
6. VISUAL RESOURCES 
 
6.1 DACS and AMICO 
 
Convenor reported that Edinburgh College of Art had taken out a DACS Licence. 
 
Both Edinburgh College of Art and Glasgow School of Art had continued to subscribe to AMICO when 
the subscription rose as the JISC Agreement ended, but Glasgow University had cancelled. 
 
7. REPORT BY PUBLICITY OFFICER 
 
SVAG publicity leaflets were available on request, and members were asked that any amendments to 
institutional details on the SVAG website be forwarded. 
 
8. ELECTION OF NEW SVAG SECRETARY 
 
Paula Cuccurullo (PLC) was elected unopposed to the post of SVAG secretary in succession to Richard 
Bapty. 
 
9. LIBRARY UPDATE 
 
Given 
 
10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Edina publicised the Digimap Training available on 18th and 19th December from EDINA. 
 
 
11. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
It was agreed that this would be held at Duncan of Jordanstone College in Dundee at 11.00am on 
Wednesday, June 23rd, 2004. 
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